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Abstract

Introduction
Accurate estimation of the skin-absorbed dose in external radiation therapy is essential to estimating the probability of secondary carcinogenesis induction

Materials and Methods
Electron contamination in prostate radiotherapy was investigated using the Monte Carlo (MC) code calculation. In addition, field size dependence of the skin dose was assessed. Excess cancer risk induced by electron contamination was determined for the skin, surface dose, and prostate dose-volume histogram (DVH) using MC calculation and analytical methods.

Results
MC calculations indicated that up to 80% of total electron contamination fluence was produced in the linear accelerator. At 5 mm below the skin surface, surface dose was estimated at 6%, 13%, 27%, and 38% for 5×5 cm², 10×10 cm², 20×20 cm², and 40×40 cm² field sizes, respectively. Relative dose at Dmax was calculated at 0.92% and 5.42% of the maximum dose for 5×5 cm² and 40×40 cm² field sizes, respectively. Excess absolute skin cancer risk was obtained at 2.96×10⁻⁴ (PY)⁻¹ for total 72 Gy. Differences in prostate and skin DVHs were 1.01% and 1.38%, respectively.

Conclusion
According to the results of this study, non-negligible doses are absorbed from contaminant electrons by the skin, which is associated with an excess risk of cancer induction.
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1. Introduction
Radiation therapy is performed on more than half of all cancer patients in developed countries [1]. Although radiation therapy is associated with undesirable side effects, use of conservative, accurate techniques could significantly reduce such complications. Metaphorically, radiation resembles a double-edged knife, and incautious conduction of radiation therapy may cause irreversible damage to normal tissues.

Despite the benefits of radiation therapy in tumor control and disease palliation, it is likely to pose risk to normal tissues if the process is delivered without the necessary caution and protection. Primarily, radiotherapy aims to maximize irradiation benefits and minimize undesirable complications. Poor treatment plans in this regard might expose the normal organs of patients to inaccurate radiation doses and cause radiation contamination, which is associated with various health complications, such as secondary-induced malignancies [2-5].

Radiation-induced secondary malignancies may be considered as a penalty for cancer treatment, the utmost control of which is of paramount importance. Secondary malignancies and radiation-induced carcinogenesis occur mainly due to radiation contamination and out-of-field radiation. Secondary cancer is defined as the histologically distinct cancer that develops following the first cancer treatment, one of the most notable properties of which is the presence of a latency period.

Secondary cancers induced by radiotherapy have various characteristics. For instance, diagnosis of these cancers is possible after a latency period following radiation therapy, while these cancer types histologically differ from the primary cancerous tissues. In this regard, the latency period has been reported to last more than five years [6].

Most non-melanoma skin cancers account for basal or squamous cell carcinomas, which are the most prevalent cancers of skin tissues. Since they rarely spread to normal organs or sites in the body, basal and squamous cell carcinomas involving the skin cells are usually less alarming and treated differently than melanoma. According to statistics, second malignant neoplasms and cardiovascular diseases are the most frequent adverse events associated with radiotherapy. Another example of secondary complications in this regard is the increased risk of solid cancers after radiotherapy for Hodgkin’s lymphoma [7]. Additionally, risk of secondary cancers has been reported to be 15.5 per 10^3 person-years (PY^-1) in prostate, lung, colorectal and ovarian radiotherapy [6].

In a study, Huang et al. [8] compared 2,120 cancer patients receiving radiation therapy with 2,120 cancer patients undergoing surgery, reporting a significant incidence rate for secondary cancers in radiation therapy patients. Furthermore, in a detailed study conducted in this regard, a five-fold increase was observed in the rate of secondary cancers after a 10-year follow-up in patients receiving radiation therapy. Another research by Murray L et al. proposed further detailed data on the risk of secondary cancers following radiotherapy [6].

Skin cancers are considered as one of the most prevalent complications associated with radiotherapy, commonly classified as melanoma and non-melanoma. Non-melanoma skin cancers are of two types, including basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). Despite its higher frequency, BCC is rarely fatal, while it may lead to disfigurement in many cases. Skin toxicity is another complication associated with radiotherapy, which adversely affects the quality and different aspects of patient care [7].

Extensive research has been conducted regarding radiation contamination. For instance, Bilge et al. [9] measured the surface dose for 6-MV and 18-MV photon beams using GafChromic film. According to the findings, surface dose was within the range of 15-39% of D_{max} for 6-MV beams, while it was 6-32% of D_{max} for 18-MV linear accelerator (LINAC) photon beams in 5×5 cm^2, 10×10 cm^2, 20×20 cm^2, and 30×30 cm^2 filed sizes. Therefore, it was concluded that increased field size is associated with a higher surface dose due to extra electron contamination and head-scattered photons.
In the mentioned study, maximum dose at the phantom surface was observed in the field size of 30×30 cm$^2$, with the 6-MV photon beam of 40%. On the other hand, minimum surface dose was obtained at 6% of $D_{max}$ dose in the field size of 5×5 cm$^2$ with 18-MV photon beam prostate radiotherapy.

In another research, Butson et al. [10] investigated the surface dose of radiation contamination in a phantom. According to their findings, doses of electron contamination at 0.05-mm depth (basal cell layer) were 65% and 90%, while they were 52% and 79% at 1-mm depth (dermal layer), and 15% and 26% at 10-mm depth (subcutaneous tissue) in 10×10 cm$^2$ and 40×40 cm$^2$ field sizes, respectively.

In the mentioned study, measurements were performed using a Varian 2100C LINAC operating at 18-MV photon mode. Obtained results indicated the position of the maximum electron contamination dose to be at the depth of 32-40 mm from the phantom surface, where the percentage dose of contaminant electrons was 6%±2% of the maximum dose. Finally, it was concluded that the main surface dose (approximately 90%) was closely correlated with the contaminant electrons in largest field size (40×40 cm$^2$). It is also noteworthy that the value dropped to 67% in a smaller field size (10×10 cm$^2$).

According to the findings of Zhu and Palta [11], electron contamination at the surface was 1-33% and 2-44% of the maximum dose for 8-MV and 18-MV photon beams, respectively. Furthermore, contaminant dose percentage was determined independently of the source-to-surface distance (SSD), and reduction of depth was reported as well.

In this regard, extensive studies could be found in the current literature [12-17]. Considering the low penetration and high absorption of electrons in superficial tissues, the skin absorbs most of the received contaminant electrons from the LINAC head assembly and air. This may lead to the occurrence of secondary malignancies in skin surface tissues.

Proper management of cancer patients and prevention of malignancy recurrence requires the sufficient delivery of the prescribed radiation doses to the target organ. Therefore, an accurate knowledge of the skin dose and received dose by the target organ is of paramount importance. In this respect, the skin-absorbed dose must be lower than its radiation tolerance during the delivery of the dose into deeper organs. In a study, Trott and Kummermehr [18] reported that induced early reaction develops within the range of 30-40 Gy and 2-Gy fractions.

In another research by Lewanda et al. [19], epilation was observed in after 50% of total doses delivery in the range of 40 Gy in 2-Gy fractions. Moreover, tolerance dose for permanent epilation was reported to be in the range of 10 Gy. The researchers stated that irreversible effects may develop at doses above 50 Gy in the sweat and subcutaneous glands.

This study aimed to investigate and calculate the dose of electron contamination and determine its characteristics. Additionally, we estimated the risk of secondary skin cancer due to electron contamination in prostate radiotherapy.

Several studies have focused on secondary cancer risk estimation following radiation therapy. For instance, Schneider [20] and Hall and Wuu [21] proposed the cell-kill model and flat dose-response model as the analytical methods for the estimation of secondary cancer incidence, respectively. These models presented the risk of cancer incidence based on the competition between cell survival and induction of DNA mutations as two biological effects.

This study aimed to characterize the electron contamination and its carcinogenesis effects using the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and mathematical model-based calculation. Furthermore, a four-field box prostate radiotherapy plan was considered and modeled by the MC method. Dose-volume histogram (DVH) for prostate tumors and skin (as the normal tissue) was obtained by the treatment planning system (TPS) data and MC simulation for the comparison of the results.

2. Materials and Methods
For the simulations and calculations in this study, we used the Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport code MCNPX version 2.6.0, which has been recently released by the Los Alamos
National Library (LANL). The code consists of the features and capabilities to increase its ability for complex geometric simulations and rapid problem solving. The main parts of the head of 18-MV Varian 2100C LINAC were simulated in accordance with the guidelines of the manufacturer. These parts included primary electrons, target, electron stopper, bending magnet, primary and secondary collimators, flattening filter, mirror, movable jaws and a massive head shielding. Simulated model was validated and verified through comparison with MC-derived percent depth dose (PDD) and beam profile (BP) data in different field sizes. Differences up to 2% in the lateral regions of BP and 0.98% in $D_{\text{max}}$ of PDD curves were obtained based on the MC-derived data and direct measurement in all the studied field sizes. Derived PDD and BP datasets by direct measurement and MC simulation are depicted in figures 1.a and 1.b.

A standard adult male phantom (ORNL mathematical-based phantom) with a small prostate gland tumor was modeled as the patient. While running the program, optimum bremsstrahlung X-ray production was calculated and BNUM value was changed in the data card of the program (PHYS: E). Setting the BNUM value as five, the code produced five photons per initial incident electron, and simultaneously followed five photons history per initial electron. To optimize the BNUM value in the data card, we increased the speed and reduced the run time by four times. Four-field-box (FFB) technique was considered as the treatment plan to deliver the prescribed radiation dose to the malignant site of the prostate. Contaminant electron spectra generated by the modeled LINAC head was calculated at the surface. Moreover, air-generated and total electron contamination was estimated, as well as the head-produced electron contamination components. Due to the low penetration of electrons into the tissue, we only calculated the skin-absorbed dose of contaminant electrons, and the secondary skin cancer incidence risk was estimated in two field sizes of 8×8 cm$^2$ and two 8×7 cm$^2$.

Secondary cancer risk estimation was carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) (Report No. 103) [21]. In addition, dose equivalent and effective dose were calculated based on the data and formulations of ICRP. In total, 72 Gy dose deliveries were considered in 36 fractions using the FFB technique for the prostate tumor, and secondary cancer risk was estimated through the formulation of analytical models based on the calculated skin dose absorbed from electron contamination. For cancer risk estimation, total electron dose equivalent to skin was obtained based on the MC code calculation.

Figure 1. a) Normalized BP derived by MC simulation and measurements data in different field sizes. b) Normalized PDD derived by MC simulation and measurements data in different field sizes.
In this study, the formulated analytical models for secondary cancer risk estimation in radiation therapy were acquired through empirical observations or based on theories. Furthermore, we evaluated the analytical models proposed by Schneider et al. [20] and Hall and Wuu [21], which were applied to demonstrate the competing effects of cell survival and DNA mutations on cells. As described by Schneider et al. [20], risk of radiocarcinogenesis to an organ is signified by $T$ in equation one, as follows:

$$R_T = \sum f_{T,\text{low}} \times S_T \times H_T$$

Where $f_{T,\text{low}}$ is the excess absolute risk per unit dose ($10^4$ per year per Gy) at low doses, $S_T$ denotes an exponential parameter ($e^{-\alpha_T \times H_T}$), and $H_T$ represents the tissue dose equivalent (Sv, effective dose). Effect ($D_i$) is the dose that, if administered uniformly to the entire volume, leads to the same normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) as the non-uniform dose distribution.

Poisson model for $P(D_i)$ is used in TPSs for NTCP calculation, which is presented in equation 4. In this equation, $TD_{50}$ signifies the uniform dose received by the whole organ causing a 50% risk of complications, and $D_i$ represents the total equivalent 2-Gy fraction doses. Additionally, $\alpha_T$ in $S_T$ (exponential phrase) is in Gy$^{-1}$, considering the cell-kill parameter in risk estimation ($R_T$), which is reported in $10^4$ (PY)$^{-1}$.

DVHs for the prostate tumor and skin were calculated using the MC method, and TPS- and MC-derived DVHs were compared for the tumor and skin. By selecting the “body” in TPS, skin DVH was obtained. Total volume of the organs (prostate and skin) was equally divided into 20 parts (5% of total volume) based on the MC code, and subvolume doses were categorized using the MATLAB software.

To derive DVH, irradiated areas of the four aforementioned field sizes were summed up. Division of the volumes was performed using the MC code by inserting the required data into a written data card. Afterwards, the code created equal subvolumes automatically, and dose calculation was conducted for all the subvolumes. NTCP was calculated using equation two, as follows [21, 22]:

$$NTCP = \left[1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} [1 - P(\lambda_i \times D_i)^4]^{\Delta v_i} \right]^{1/2}$$

Moreover, complication due to $D_i$ was calculated using equation 3, as follows:

$$P(D_i) = 2^{-\exp\left[\frac{-D_i}{N_{ff}}\right]}$$

In NTCP description, $\lambda_i$ was determined using equation four, as follows:

$$\lambda_i = \frac{\alpha_i}{\beta} + \frac{D_{2Gy}}{N_{ff}}$$

As proposed by Kutcher, the NTCP model is used to determine the heterogeneous dose distribution. In this regard, $\lambda_i$, $\Delta v_i$ (subvolume), $D_i$, and $D_{2Gy}$ are interpreted similar to the Lyman model for NTCP calculation. $\gamma$ is the normalized slope of the S-shaped dose-response curve, where the absolute dose response gradient is at its steepest. In addition, $D_i$ signifies the total prescribed dose (72 Gy), $N_{ff}$ represents the number of fractions (n=36), and $D_{2Gy}$ is the fractionated dose. In this equation, $\alpha/\beta$ ratio shows radiation sensitivity as a key characteristic of the tissue.

In this study, equally divided subvolumes were obtained through the division of the total volume by 20 (for each field sizes) and 80 (four field sizes) in prostate FFB irradiation. This value was determined at 17.39 cm$^3$ by dividing the total irradiated skin volume into 80 equal sections. Additionally, the value was used to derive DVH by MC calculation.

In this study, $f_{T,\text{low}}$ value was set at 0.58 ($10^4$ PY)$^{-1}$, and $\alpha_T$ was determined at 0.047 Gy$^{-1}$ for the excess absolute cancer risk estimation $10^4$ (PY)$^{-1}$ per Gy of skin dose. DVH of the skin-irradiated volume was derived by MC and compared with the TPS value. To benchmark our modeling, DVH of electron contamination...
dose for skin was derived, and the required parameters for NTCP calculation were obtained via inverse calculations using the BIOPLAN software. Finally, NTCP was calculated for the contaminant electrons of the skin.

3. Results
In this study, MC code calculation was performed to characterize the electron contamination and secondary cancer risk induction in skin tissues due to electron contamination in prostate irradiation. In the standard field size of 10×10 cm\(^2\), 1.2×10\(^{-16}\) Gy was found to be the absorbed dose at D\(_{\text{max}}\) (3.5 cm for 18-MV photon beam based on both methods) from the LINAC-produced photon beam per initial electron. Differences between the two applied methods in the build-up region could be attributed to contaminant electrons and insufficient equilibrium.

According to our findings, 8.33×10\(^{15}\) primary electrons were required for 1-Gy dose absorption at D\(_{\text{max}}\), and the same calculation was made for the other field sizes. Since the results in MC output file are represented as the “result per initial particle”, this calculation was required for the conversion of the MC-estimated doses into Gy for all the field sizes (Table 1).

Table 1. Electron contamination dose in the different depths below the skin surface relative to isocentre dose in percent of the isocentre dose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Size =5×5 (cm(^2))</th>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Dose (%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Size =10×10 (cm(^2))</th>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Dose (%)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Size =20×20 (cm(^2))</th>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Dose (%)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Size =40×40 (cm(^2))</th>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Dose (%)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result of the code calculation for the relative electron dose in different depths of the phantom in the simulated field sizes was shown in Table 1. According to the information in this table, larger field sizes received higher electron contamination through the skin tissue. In the 40×40 cm\(^2\) field size, relative absorbed dose in 1-mm depth was 6.33 times higher than that of the 5×5 cm\(^2\) field size. Furthermore, surface doses at 5 mm below the skin surface were calculated to be 6%, 13%, 27%, and 38% for 5×5 cm\(^2\), 10×10 cm\(^2\), 20×20 cm\(^2\), and 40×40 cm\(^2\) field sizes, respectively. However, relative dose at D\(_{\text{max}}\) was determined at 0.92% and 5.42% of the maximum dose for 5×5 cm\(^2\) and 40×40 cm\(^2\) field sizes, respectively.

Simulation of a tray in the LINAC geometry was observed to increase the relative dose of electron by up to 22% in the field size of 40×40 cm\(^2\), while wedge insertion decreased the relative dose by 2.5% in the standard field size of 10×10 cm\(^2\). Furthermore, by using an energy tally in the tally card of the simulation, mean energy of the photon beam and contaminant electron radiation was obtained at 4.74 and 3.62 MeV in the 10×10 cm\(^2\) field size, respectively. These values were calculated to be 3.66 and 3.26 MeV in a larger field size (40×40 cm\(^2\)), respectively.
According to the MC calculation, the head-generated electron contamination played the most critical role in total electron contamination. In 10×10 cm² and 40×40 cm² field sizes, approximately 80% of the electron contamination was generated in the LINAC head. It is also noteworthy that in our modeling, electron fluence increased to 11% at the isocenter due to the presence of air. Calculation of the head-generated electron contamination in the 10×10 cm² field size indicated that electron contamination was 4.3 times higher than the air-generated contamination. At D_{max}, relative dose of electron was determined at 0.92%, 2.30%, 4.15%, and 5.21% in field sizes of 5×5 cm², 10×10 cm², 20×20 cm², and 40×40 cm², respectively. To calculate photon and electron fluence, ratio of contaminant electron fluence to photon beam fluence was obtained at 0.39% and 0.82% in field sizes of 10×10 cm² and 40×40 cm², respectively. To insert a block into the photon beam pathway, relative surface dose was determined at 5.8-55%, which was obtained by increasing the field size from 5×5 cm² to 40×40 cm². Irradiated skin volume in the field was 1391.9 cm³ with the prostate volume of 81.9 cm³. Absorbed skin dose from the electron beam was calculated at 7.3%±1% Gy by the simulation, while the mean TPS was determined at 7.4 Gy. Skin-absorbed dose from electron contamination was 10.27% of the prescribed dose to be delivered to the prostate (72 Gy). According to the results of MC simulation presented in Table 1, 28% of the prescribed dose was delivered to the skin at depth of 11 mm, 10% of which was due to electron contamination and 18% was absorbed from the photon beam. Applied field sizes in this regard were as follows: 8×8 cm² with SSD of 92.1 cm, 8×8 cm² with SSD of 92.5 cm, 7×8 cm² with SSD of 84 cm, and 7×8 cm² with SSD of 84.9 cm. Radiation treatment planning using the CorePlan TPS, including the irradiation fields, is depicted in Figure 2. Value of the attenuation factor for contaminant electrons was obtained at 0.81-1.19 cm⁻¹ from the simulated 18-MV photon beam of Varian 2100C LINAC. Although the spectrum of contaminant electrons was smaller in altitude compared to that of the photons, shapes of the photon and electron spectra were similar on the skin surface. Dose-dependency is not the only factor involved in the biological effectiveness of radiation therapy. Rate of the received dose plays a pivotal role in the management of intracellular damages and the repair process. In addition to dose-dependency and dose rate, ICRP publication 103 proposes another parameter to be involved in malignancy risk estimation due to radiation therapy [21]. Accordingly, a judged factor, generalizes the usually lower biological effectiveness (per unit of dose) of radiation exposures at low doses and low dose rates as compared with exposures at high doses and high dose rates. Photons are known to have a higher dose rate, while contaminant electrons have been shown to have a very low dose rate. It is noteworthy that this factor is tissue-dependent, and cell characteristics (α and β) of a specific tissue should also be considered in this regard. By definition, value of the mentioned factor increases at low α/β ratios. In this study, effects of α/β factor on the skin were determined through applying the radiological characteristics of the skin tissue (α and β) and insertion of the calculated dose equivalent in the analytical model (Figure 3). Moreover, considering the factor defined by ICRP [21] and using analytical models, variable effects of the dose and dose rate on excess cancer risk were investigated in this study. According to our findings, these effects significantly declined with reduced dose rate and increased dose. Variations in cancer risk with different dose and dose rates are illustrated in Figure 4. For the calculation of biological effects, we used a model consisting of two parts: the first term (in the figure 4 data calculations represented the DNA mutations caused by the radiation dose, and the exponential term indicated the cell survival variations associated with the absorbed radiation dose. The calculated effect using the analytical formulations is the competition result of the mentioned terms, in which cell survival decreases significantly due to the dominant effect of mutations in low-dose regions.
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Figure 2. Core Plan TPS treatment planning for FFB irradiation of the prostate which shows isodoses in the patient body.

Figure 3. The proposed model calculated biological effect of the electron contamination on the skin. The effect is the result of competition of two parameters; cell survival and DNA mutation.

With the received fractionated dose of 7.4 Gy and “dose” and “dose rate” factors equal to one (as recommended for high doses), excess absolute risk for in-field skin was calculated to be $2.96 \times 10^{-4}$ $(\text{PY})^{-1}$. Total dose from photon beams and electron contamination increased the risk of cancer since the electron dose was only a portion of the total surface dose (26% of total dose in 1-mm depth).

MC calculation in this study included the estimation of NTCP for skin tissues, and equations 1-4 were used for analytical measurements in this regard. Considering the volume of the skin tissue regions irradiated uniformly (by prostate four field box technique shown in figure 2), as reported in the literature, [23, 24, 25].
NTCP value was calculated to be 14.65% for skin as the normal tissue in FFB treatment planning technique for prostate tumor. This finding was compatible with the utilized TPS-derived results determined at 14%. However, further investigation is required regarding the DVH of other TPSs.

In this study, skin was considered as the normal tissue, while prostate was considered as the tumoral tissue. Calculated DVHs for prostate and skin tissues are depicted in Figure 5. Utilized
TPS results and our MC modeling calculation were consistent. In the MC model, total volume of the prostate and skin was divided into 20 similar subvolumes in each field, and the absorbed doses were attributed to the related volume (5% of the total volume). It is noteworthy that higher precision of the results requires a larger number of volume intersections and longer MC duration in order for obtaining an acceptable statistical error. Our calculations were associated with a statistical error of less than 0.009 in all the subvolumes.

In the MC dose calculations to derive DVH, a higher difference with TPS-derived DVH was observed in the prostate (1.01%) and skin (1.38%). Further elaboration on the DVH calculation process has been presented in the Materials and Methods section. Results of DVH comparison benchmarked our model for electron DVH calculation. Moreover, based on the data from the BIOPLAN analysis of electron DVH, $\gamma$ was obtained at 5.1 for the skin tissues irradiated by contaminant electrons.

Finally, skin NTCP due to electron contamination in prostate phototherapy by 18-MV LINAC and FFB technique was estimated as 9%, while it was obtained as 15% for the total surface dose. It should be noted that this value increases by considering the dose of photoneutrons.

4. Discussion

The present study aimed to measure the electron contamination in an 18-MV Varian 2100C LINAC during prostate radiotherapy. Additionally, using the skin electron dose, secondary cancer induction risk was estimated for skin as the normal tissue. In the characterization of electron contamination, relative surface dose was calculated by MC simulation.

Several studies have investigated electron contamination and surface dose due to contaminant electrons in X-ray radiotherapy and radionuclide therapy. This could be due to the fact that at higher doses, cell killing exerts a dominant effect and mutation becomes negligible, while radiobiological effects are mainly deterministic. Furthermore, at high doses and dose rates, dominant cell survival effects represent the radiation effect better.

In a study, Zwicker et al. [26] assessed electron contamination due to Lucite in a 45-MV photon beam, reporting that the surface dose increased to 58% of the maximum dose. However, our simulation estimated the surface dose to rise by 38% of the maximum dose. This difference could be attributed to the variations in the energy of photon beams. Peak energy of the unit in the mentioned study was 2.5 times higher than the current research. High-energy photons produce more electrons in atom-photon interactions.

In another research in this regard, Li et al. [27] investigated electron contamination and its effect on PDD photon beam in the presence of a 0.1-cm lead leaf as filter, which reduced the surface dose from contaminant electrons by more than 95% for megavoltage beams from the $^{60}$Co beam quality to 50-MV photon beam. Moreover, the researchers claimed that by using the 0.1-cm lead filter, only the photon dose participated in the surface dose, limiting the surface dose from contaminant electrons. Similarly, Mallikarjuna et al. [28] reported lead to be an effective filter for field sizes as large as 30×30 cm$^2$ and 10-MV LINACs. In the mentioned research, three 10-MV LINACs with clear lead filters were examined, and no significant differences were reported, with the exception of the $D_{\text{max}}$ location between the accelerators. Furthermore, Smit and Plessis [29] conducted an investigation in this regard and reported higher surface dose percentages with increased field size. These findings are in congruence with the results of the present study.

According to the results obtained by Smit and Plessis [29], electron contamination weight at the maximum dose in 15-MV photon beam was 0.4%, while this value was 1% higher, in our research compared to the mentioned study for the 18-MV beam. This difference could be attributed to the energy and LINAC head alloys. Since the head-generated contaminant electrons constitute approximately 80% of the
total electron contamination, any changes in the size of head components, materials and energy of LINAC might lead to non-negligible differences. Findings of the present study regarding the effect of field size and weight of electron contamination in photon dose are consistent with the results obtained by Smit and Plessis [29]. On the other hand, results of the current research are in line with the study by Harper et al. in terms of the effect of field size and increased surface dose by inserting a block into the radiation field [30]. However, in the research by Harper et al., 4-MV and 10-MV LINACs were used, while the trend of variations in the surface dose was similar to our findings with the 18-MV LINAC. In another study by Nilsson and Brahme [31], cause of increased surface dose was reported to be the backward-scattered photons producing electrons in the phantom. In their study, Mesbahi et al. [32] investigated the effect of a flattening filter (FF) on electron contamination, reporting that electron contamination decreased in the presence of FF. In addition, their findings were indicative of increased electron fluence (1.6 times) normalized to photon fluence in the absence of FF or flattening filter-free LINAC. These results are conceptually in line with the present study in terms of wedge insertion, which led to the reduction of electron fluence and surface dose. In this regard, Sjogren and Karlsson [33] stated that the head-generated electrons had a dominant effect on the calculation of total electron contamination. This is consistent with the results of the current research, which showed that 80% of the total electron production was induced by the head-generated electrons. With respect to surface dose, portion of electrons in $D_{\text{max}}$ and electron contamination in different field sizes, our findings are in congruence with various studies [34-36]. In addition to similar modeling [28-36], this consistency confirms the validity of skin cancer estimation in our research. MC-derived DVH in the present study was well adapted with the utilized TPS-derived DVH. Differences in skin DVHs derived by MC and TPS (up to 1.38%) might be due to the fact that TPSs are not able to calculate the surface dose accurately in contrast to deep doses. This confirms the accuracy of our modeling for precise calculations. Although dose delivery from electron contamination to patient’s skin is unwanted, a method has been proposed to remove contaminant electrons without changing the tumor dose in X-ray phototherapy. In this approach, a magnetic field is established by a device, decreasing up to 70% of basal cell electron dose, which significantly reduces carcinogenesis in skin tissues [37]. In terms of MC-derived DVH, application of MC simulation to derive DVH and accuracy of treatment planning, our findings are in line with the results of previous studies in this regard [38, 39]. For instance, Rudvat et al. evaluated the effects of multiple prognostic factors on acute skin reaction, while comparing the impact of hypofractionation (HF) with conventional fractionation (CF), tangential beam intensity-modulated radiation therapy, and three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy. According to the results, HF was associated with a more significant reduction in maximal acute skin reaction compared to CF [40]. In another study, Young DS et al. [41] assessed various personal, clinical and radiation-dosimetric parameters in breast radiotherapy for skin dose calculation. Moreover, scores of the intensity (range: 1-5) and extent of erythema (range: 0-1) were determined for each axilla and inferior fold. Some of the influential factors for acute skin reaction are young age and large V-100, which could be measured by simple and cost-efficient methods. According to the literature, CF and radiotherapy are associated with the delivery of higher skin doses to the breast, prostate and other organs during radiation therapy. On the other hand, in a study by Soleimanifard S et al., mean skin dose in the treatment course
of 50 Gy to the clinical target volume was reported to be 36.65 Gy. Corresponding dose values for patients receiving treatment with and without wedge filter insertion were 35.65 and 37.20 Gy, respectively. According to their findings, the beam angle affected the mean skin dose, while the thickness of the irradiated region and beam entry separation had no effects in this regard.

Since the measured skin dose in the present study was lower than the required amount to prevent tumor recurrence, it is recommended that bolus materials be applied in the course of treatment for post-mastectomy advanced breast radiotherapy. Furthermore, use of wedge filters is necessary to homogenize dose distribution.

Findings of the present study are in line with the current literature, as the calculated skin dose was non-negligible. Additionally, we measured the skin dose in conventional radiotherapy and fractionation, in which the dose value was higher compared to other techniques. To prevent the delivery of additional radiation doses to the skin, application of new techniques is of paramount importance.

5. Conclusion

Although electron contamination dose to the skin tissue seems to be negligible, and the superficial skin dose is not calculated accurately in deep-organ TPSs, results of this study showed an absorption rate of up to 38% of the maximum dose in the skin. MC calculations revealed that contaminant electrons induced approximately 10% (7.3±0.1 Gy of 72 Gy) of the surface dose.

Our findings confirmed MC code as a reliable method for dose calculation and DVH derivation. Moreover, secondary cancer risk estimation conducted by the MC simulation yielded satisfactory results and proposed effectual models. In conclusion, it could be stated that at high doses and dose rates, cell kill exerts a dominant radiobiological effect, while the impact of DNA mutation on cancer induction is negligible. Since we only investigated electron contamination, it is suggested that further studies be performed on electron and neutron contamination.
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